The FourSquare - The Human
Pyramid - The Key To The Eternal.
The FourSquare wisdom, found only in the
Science Of Being teachings, was written for
all Humankind by the first Autochthon Spiritual Technology Engineers. This ancient
algorithm holds within its wisdom, the fundamental principles needed to unlock the
Eternal within all Spiritual matter.
In our current stage of evolution, Humankind comprehends the Eternal and Soul’s
qualities in four aspects. Each aspect has its
own distinct vibration: Life represents the
energy and power of creation, Intelligence
represents the perfect Mind that constitutes
everything, Truth is the governing factor and
is Law abiding to one’s Truth, and Love the
ever sustaining, harmonious power of attraction. Spirit contains all the aspects of Life,
Mind, Truth and Love as they are in their
present state of evolution in time and space.
Harmony, or the point of power, will be
attained when all four corners are of ONE
vibration with one’s Eternal Soul.
(cont. on back)

These remedies are designed to be used with
the corresponding corners of the FourSquare.
Use them as a full year program; in conjunction with the disciplines of the FourSquare
teachings or as needed. The FourSquare wisdom is found in the Science of Being Teachings 7, 27 Lessons and the Advanced Teachings Science of Being Vol., I & II. The teachings on the ‘Seasons of Life’ are most helpful
when applying these enlightenment aids; this
wisdom can be found in Vol. II of the Advanced Teachings.
How to take the FourSquare remedies: Take
only one drop daily before doing the
Star Exercise or performing your daily
meditations; in the morning preferably. (If you have any allergies to organic
Horsetail, Rosemary, Rose, Gingko, White
Powdered Gold, or Oil of Gold please refrain
from using these products without consulting
a Lightbearers World Center representative).
There are two instructional opportunities
offered to assist you with the understanding
of this wisdom: The one year course entitled
Self Mastery and the FourSquare ~ Awakening From The Dream and one-on-one sessions
with Laura Taylor Jensen MA, AHLB (email us
for more info).
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T h e Fo u r S q u ar e - T h e K ey To T h e E t er n a l
LIFE CREATES ALL
Spring. Life is energy in
action; you must first BE alive
to create. Life is the very expression of the Eternal manifesting Its inspiration through
you on to the material plane. Your Soul is one
with the Eternal. They together called upon the
elements of this planet, and created your physical
body in order for you to fulfill your destiny. The
Power of the Absolute is always working with you
and for you in your efforts to live a Liberated Life.
When using this corner’s remedy, meditate
on connecting to Nature, to the Earth and
to the ancient aspects of who you are.

MIND CONSTITUTES ALL
Summer. Express All Intelligence, (Mind), in everything
that you do. BE consciously
aware and assess situations
before you set causes into
motion. Reason, instincts and intuition are all
available to help you make optimal choices on the
conscious level. Take an interest in all life around
you. Consider all the facts that are presented you,
before you make any assumptions or take action.
Free will to create is your gift on the material
plane, or it can be your greatest problem. When
using this corner’s remedy, meditate on
eradicating polarities as they arise in your
Mind. Strengthen your focus and concentration.

TRUTH GOVERNS ALL
Fall. Truth means Law. In the
beginning was the word and
word was with God and the
Word was God. Be true with
your words and your actions,
they should match the Truth
that can be found in your heart. Truth is governed
by intentions both external and internal, both verbal
and none-verbal. Truth governs what Mind Constitutes and Life Creates. In order to shift the consciousness of what becomes your reality, you must
first be in alignment with its Truth. Inner freedom
and Liberation, comes with choosing to align yourself with the Truth of the Absolute. When using
this corner’s remedy, meditate on ‘What is
Truth?’ and ‘What is your Truth?’
LOVE SUSTAINS ALL
Winter. Love is a natural quality of the Soul; it’s who you
Truly are, your Real Self. In
the Eternal Realm, Mind and
Love operates as ONE. When
Mind fell it could not hear Love speak to the Heart.
Without Love’s guidance, mind can lead us into unfortunate conditions. Love purifies and uplifts our
Mind; It leads us back to the state of Harmony and
Oneness with the Absolute. Love is the greatest
discipline. When using this corner’s remedy,
meditate on FEELING Mind and Love as one;
hear them speak to you as ONE voice. FEEL
their Strength and Power when they are
ONE.

SPIRIT CONTAINS ALL
When you put into practice
expressing All Life, Intelligence, Truth and Love in a
balanced and harmonic way,
you come into alignment with
your true individual character. Your imperfections
fall away, revealing your absolute Real Self. When
you achieve Enlightenment, you will come to
know the Truth of who you are; your Spiritual vibrations rise to the top of the FourSquare pyramid,
which symbolizes Spirit reaching the Point of
Harmony. When using this corner’s remedy,
meditate on balancing yourself with the
Flow and glow of Spirit. Notice how Spirit
shows up in your daily life as signs and
signals to guide you as you create Life.
THE POINT OF HARMONY

When you find the Kingdom
of Heaven within you, you
will emerge out of darkness.
Then you begin to express
True Love and Unity with
ALL. As above, so below means: what is within
one’s being, manifest as their reality in their material world. When you come to a state of Harmony
with All Life, Mind, Truth and Love, you reflect
the color Gold. The FourSquare is the Symbol of
Harmony and a means to Harmony; this is our goal
as we live Life. When using this corner’s
remedy, meditate on UNITY with ALL. Feel
your connection with everything around
you in the here and now.

